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VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper investigated the impact of process variation on test
quality of bridging faults. It has been shown that process variation
influences two parameters (logic VT and gate drive strength) which
affects the logic behavior of bridging faults leading to test escape.
To quantify the impact of process variation on test quality, a metric
called test robustness has been presented. The metric guides a novel
PVAA method, which target the logic faults that have the largest
impact on test quality. Experimental results show that for all considered benchmarks, the proposed method achieves better results (less
test escapes) than tests generated without consideration of process
variation.
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Abstract—The post-layout gate-level simulation constitutes a critical design step for timing closure. The major drawback of traditional post-layout
gate-level simulation is its long analysis time, which becomes exacerbated
as design complexity increases. An alternative method is static timing
analysis (STA), which can drastically reduce analysis time. However, STA
sacrifices accuracy for speed and often produces unrealistic results such
as false paths and overly pessimistic estimates. In this paper, we propose
a hybrid analysis method that can significantly reduce analysis time, while
preserving accuracy, with respect to the traditional gate-level simulation.
Our key idea is that a large speedup would be possible by removing those
events that are repetitious and unnecessary for simulation. In particular,
we focus on reducing the number of clock-related events, which account
for a major portion of all the events handled by a simulator. We tested the
proposed method extensively with various benchmark circuits as well as
industrial designs. Our experimental results exhibit that the proposed approach accelerates the total simulation speed by two times on average, yet
maintaining the accuracy acquired by the traditional gate-level simulation.
Index Terms—Clock tree analysis, CMOS integrated circuits, dynamic
power analysis, gate-level logic simulator, static timing analysis (STA).

I. I NTRODUCTION
Since the term System-on-Chip (SoC) was first introduced in 1993,
more and more functions have been integrated into a single chip
thanks to rapid advances of process technology [1]. When designing
such complex chips, one of the most time-consuming processes is
often design verification. The aim of design verification is to sign off
a given design in several aspects, particularly for functionality and
timing. The major issue is the appropriate tradeoff between verification
completeness and running time. To address this, several techniques
have been proposed, which are typically classified into four categories:
simulation methods, static methods, formal methods, and physical
methods [2].
Simulation methods have been the most popular way for functional
and timing verification. However, other methods are gradually taking
its role for verification time reduction or completeness. For instance,
formal methods are gradually receiving a large attention in the functional verification community. In addition, static methods have already
become the de facto standard in the design flow of many commercial
application-specific integrated circuit vendors for timing verification.
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However, these methods also have their own limitations. The limitation
of a formal method is that it typically requires resources exponentially
proportional to the design size, meaning that only small designs can
be verified. Moreover, a static method is often too pessimistic by
considering all possible cases which cannot be encountered in reality.
The problem of “false paths” is one of the most well-known limitations
of static methods for timing verification [3]. In addition, crosstalk
effects can be precisely analyzed in a dynamic manner which is the
generic feature of simulation methods. For these reasons, simulation is
still an important verification method for large-scale SoCs.
Typically, the post-layout simulation of digital circuits means the
gate-level simulation with back-annotated timing data in standard delay format (SDF) [4] which is calculated from the parasitic information
extracted from physical layouts. Thus, a post-layout simulation method
just inherits the properties of conventional gate-level simulation methods. Conventional gate-level simulation techniques can largely be
classified into two categories: interpreted event-driven method and levelized compiled-code method. In addition, hybrid methods have been
studied for many years [5], [6]. It is known that the interpreted method
is more advantageous for simulating low activity circuits. In [7], the
authors claim that the interpreted event-driven method outperforms
the levelized compiled-code method when the circuit activity rate is
lower than 50%–60%. Many commercial logic simulators also adopt
the interpreted event-driven approach for gate-level simulations, since
an interpreted event-driven method is effective for large-scale circuits
particularly when the circuit activity is low [8].
In this paper, we propose a speedup technique for post-layout gatelevel simulation, while keeping the analysis accuracy of estimates
equivalent to that of traditional simulation. The key idea of our method
is to use both event-driven and static methods in a hybrid fashion.
We focus on reducing the number of clock-related events simulated,
since clock signals repeat toggling periodically, and the portion of
clock events out of the total events is not marginal. This observation motivates us to devise techniques for accelerating clock-event
analysis, which can eventually yield overall simulation performance
improvements. This is true for both pre- and post-layout stages, but
the amount of savings would be higher for the post-layout stage,
since post-layout designs have more buffers in signal lines to meet
timing constraints. The proposed method is extensively tested with
benchmark and industrial circuits, and the result is presented.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents
related work, and in Section III, we explain the details of our method.
We present our experimental results in Section IV, followed by a
conclusion in Section V.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The idea of speeding up simulation by exploiting clock networks
has not been explored much in the event-driven simulation community.
Only a few studies tried to exploit clock networks for parallel simulation [9]. Their major concern was how to reduce the synchronization
overhead. That is, their major focus was not on reducing the evaluation
time for clock events but on reducing communication overheads
among processes. The work most closely related to the proposed
technique is the cycle-based simulation method in which every event
is evaluated at cycle-accurate level. Although this approach showed
impressive speedups, it failed to survive in the commercial market,
since it could not efficiently incorporate realistic delay models other
than the simplistic zero-delay and unit-delay models. On the contrary,
static timing analysis (STA) has been popularly used in the timing
estimation of clock networks, particularly for timing-driven layouts.
Its popularity is mainly due to its simplicity, short running time, and
reasonable accuracy. The use of STA has further been expanded to
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Fig. 1. Comparison of traditional and proposed flows.

consider process, voltage, temperature, and crosstalk variations as
process technology scales down. To cope with such variations, STA
has been in evolution to handle the variation effects in a statistical
manner. The history of event-driven simulation and STA indicates
that STA is appropriate for timing analysis of predictable (periodic)
signals such as clocks in terms of speed, while unpredictable signal
can effectively be managed by the event-driven simulation in terms
of accuracy. No other techniques have exploited the merits of both
techniques, to the best of the authors’ knowledge. The method we
propose is to exploit the merits of both event-driven method and STA
in such a way that the analysis speed is in between the conventional
event-driven simulation and STA, while its accuracy is identical to that
of the event-driven simulation.
III. P ROPOSED M ETHOD
Fig. 1 compares the proposed method with the traditional postlayout simulation flow. Our key idea is that by combining the eventdriven and static analysis methods, we can achieve a drastic speedup
with no impact on accuracy. In particular, we focus on reducing the
number of events occurring in clock trees. In a typical event-based
simulation, most events are related to clocks since they keep toggling
and generating events. It is thus expected that efficient handling of
clock-related events would reduce the simulation time substantially.
A. Overview
The proposed method first partitions the input design into two
parts, namely, clock network and nonclock network parts. The nonclock network part is then simulated by the conventional event-driven
method. In contrast, the clock network part is first analyzed by STA to
precalculate clock delays from a clock source to its downstream flipflops. After the layout process is completed, annotations on cell and
interconnect delays are available for each clock tree in the design. By
STA, we can thus calculate the clock delay of each flip-flop in a clock
tree by propagating rising and falling events from the clock source of
the tree to the flip-flop [10]. As demonstrated in Section IV, overheads
for the static analysis of clock trees are typically negligible.
During the simulation, we need not generate those events that occur
at intermediate gates between the clock source and peripheral flipflops. We refer to this notion as clock event shadowing (Fig. 2).
Consequently, the proposed method can run faster than conventional
simulators that should simulate events at intermediate gates repeatedly
in every cycle. Another key idea is to eliminate unnecessary clock
events at the clock pin of each flip-flop by using the fact that a flipflop is only sensitive to either the positive or negative edge of a given
clock. If a flip-flop changes its output at the positive edge of a given
clock, we call the positive edge active and the negative edge inactive,
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Fig. 2. Concept of the clock event shadowing.

Fig. 4. Comparison. (a) Conventional event wheel. (b) Clock scheduling
wheel and event wheel.

Fig. 3. Reducing the number of clock-related events. (a) Clock tree in layout.
(b) Clock tree analysis by STA. (c) Number of events in clock network without
event shadowing and inactive edge filtering. (d) Number of events in clock
network with event shadowing and inactive edge filtering.

respectively. Hence, we can reduce the number of clock events at the
pin of each flip-flop by half by eliminating inactive edge events. We
call this technique inactive-edge filtering.
Example 1: Fig. 3(a) shows a clock network in the layout of a
design. Using the RC information extracted from the layout, we
perform STA on this clock network and compute the clock delays of
the flip-flops in the clock network, as shown in Fig. 3(b). Fig. 3(c) and
(d) compares the numbers of events without and with the proposed
method employed, respectively. The events occurring between 0.1 and
0.5 ns are eliminated by clock-event shadowing, and the number of
events from 0.5 ns to the end is reduced by inactive-edge filtering. 
B. Proposed Simulator
A traditional event-driven simulator uses a conceptual wheel called
the event wheel, which rotates and supply events periodically to the
simulator [Fig. 4(a)]. In the proposed method, we consider clockrelated events separately from the rest of events. Thus, we create
another wheel called the clock scheduling wheel, as shown in Fig. 4(b).
The proposed simulator works based on the interplay between these
two wheels. As simulation time proceeds, the two wheels rotate and
generate events at the time points specified by either wheel.
1) Clock Scheduling Wheel: This wheel is to trigger clock-related
events and contains all possible clock event triggering scenarios. This
can eliminate repetitive clock event propagation during simulation.
If the design has a clock of period P , so is the circumference of
the clock-event scheduling wheel. The use of clock scheduling wheel

Fig. 5.

Example: clock event scheduling.

helps reduce the number of events scheduled for simulation. At active
edges, the simulator schedules events related to the clock pins in flipflops and updates the status of the other pins. At inactive edges, the
simulator only updates a status table in the simulation database by
considering pin phase delays and clock source triggering time without
queuing additional events. That is, the events occurring only at active
edges are scheduled for simulation.
When a simulation starts, the proposed simulator generates events
for flip-flops directly using the clock-event scheduling wheel without
going through intermediate gates, resulting in a steep decrease in
simulation time. According to input stimuli, the events occurring at
combinational gates are propagated with delay effects considered.
Whereas, the event occurring at a storage element is propagated only
when its clock or enable input is activated. Otherwise, the simulator
updates only the status of input signals without propagating events.
Example 2: In Fig. 5, assume a clock signal whose period and
duty cycle are 4 ns and 50%, respectively. Suppose that all flip-flops
connected to the clock tree are positive-edge sensitive. Then, the clock
events at the clock source will be scheduled on the clock scheduling
wheel. Each event at the clock source is linked to the delayed events
occurring at the downstream flip-flop clock pins. These delayed events
are listed in the clock tree delay table, which is constructed by performing STA of the clock tree. Hence, whenever a clock source event
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TABLE I
ISCAS 99 BENCHMARK CIRCUITS

TABLE II
COMPARING THE NUMBER OF SIMULATED EVENTS

Fig. 6.

Multi-clock scheduling wheel and event wheel.

recorded on the clock scheduling wheel is evaluated, the events linked
to this clock source event are scheduled and recorded on the event
wheel with the specified delays, as long as their polarity corresponds
to the active edge. The shaded part of the table indicates the events
removed by clock event shadowing.

2) Event Wheel: The event wheel is to generate and manage nonclock events. The circumference of the event scheduling wheel is
twice1 as long as the longest clock period and is divided into subintervals.2 Each time point is specified in the event scheduling wheel
(this time point serves as a coarse-grained timing guideline), and
a table called pin instance status table is referred to for retrieving
more fine-grained timing information for the rising and falling events
associated with pin instances. These events are inserted into the queue
for simulation, and the corresponding entry in the pin instance status
table is updated with most recent status information.
3) Estimating the Amount of Savings: Let R denote the ratio of
the total events simulated by the proposed method to that by the
conventional one. We can compute an estimate of R as follows:



R=



event − 4





clock buffer −

event



flipflop

Fig. 7. Runtime comparison.
TABLE III
INFORMATION ON THE MULTICLOCK DESIGN TESTED

(1)



where ( event), ( clock buffer), and ( flipflop) represent the
number of total events in the traditional simulator, the number of clock
buffers in the clock tree, and the number of flip-flops
 in the clock tree,
clock buffer) from
respectively.
In
the
numerator,
we
subtract
(4

( event) because four events happen (two at the input and two at the
output) for each gate per period (two events at rising edges and two at
falling edges). This term originates from the clock event shadowing.
The last term in the numerator is due to the inactive-edge filtering, and
we can reduce the number of events by the number of flip-flops in the
design.
C. Extensions
We can apply the proposed technique to multi-clock designs by
adding additional tracks to the clock-event scheduling wheel, one track
1 Here, we assume that the phase delay of a clock network can be at most
twice the longest clock period. This is a conservative estimate and can further
be optimized for additional speedups.
2 The length of an interval is specified in the SDF file used.

per clock in the design, and adjusting the parameters of the wheel
accordingly.
Example 3: Assume a design has two clocks with periods of 3 and
4 ns. The least common multiple of the periods is 12 ns, and a clock
scheduling wheel having the circumference of 12 ns is created, as
shown in Fig. 6. The time interval corresponding to the circumference
is further divided into equal-sized subintervals. Each interval has a
length of 0.5 ns, which corresponds to the greatest common divisor of
all falling and rising edge periods of the two clocks used (0 and 1.5 ns
for the 2-ns clock; 0 and 2 ns for the 3-ns clock). For simulation, the
event wheel is formed and then interacts with the clock scheduling
wheel. The circumference of the event wheel is 8 ns (twice as large as
the longer clock period).

The proposed method can also handle clock-gated circuits (for lowpower design) by shadowing events in the clock tree rooted at the
output pin of each clock gating cell. It is thus possible to apply our
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TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON FOR MULTICLOCK DESIGN

approach to vectored dynamic power analysis for enhancing the analysis speed. According to our experiments, we could obtain about two
times speedup over the traditional simulation. Due to space limit, more
details are not presented.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
We tested the proposed simulator with the ISCAS 99 benchmarks
implemented using 0.25-μm process technology. The designs used and
their characteristics are listed in Table I. The designs were synthesized,
placed, routed, and optimized by Synopsys Design-Compiler and
Astro. The target design speed was achieved by conducting postrouting
optimization. We used Synopsys Star-RCXT [11] to generate standard
parasitic format (SPF) files and exploited Synopsys PrimeTime [12]
for calculating the SDF delay information from the SPF files.
The proposed simulator, simulation models, and data structures
were written in the Scheme program language [13], and all the information for experiments were maintained in the Synopsys Milkyway
environment [14]. For comparison, we also implemented in Scheme
the traditional simulation environment that lacks the clock event shadowing and inactive-edge filtering capabilities proposed in this paper.
To verify the correctness of the proposed method, we first ran
it over the test circuits to generate a set of value change dump
(VCD) files [15]. Using a traditional gate-level simulator, we then
produced another set of VCD files. The VCD files generated by the
two simulators matched, which confirmed the accuracy of the proposed
simulator. This is as expected, since our method does not approximate
any events, although clock tree events are handled in a static manner.
We then compared the performance of the traditional post-layout
simulation method and that of the proposed technique in terms of
the number of total events simulated and running time. We let each
simulator run for 1000 cycles with identical input stimuli. Table II
compares the number of total events simulated by the two methods.
The third column of this table represents the ratio of the number of
events simulated by the traditional method to that by the proposed
method. This ratio was 44.1%–65.9%, indicating a steep reduction
in the event counts. Fig. 7 shows the runtime comparison result, in
which the runtime of the proposed method was on average 57.4% of
the traditional technique.
For testing with multi-clock designs, we compared the performance
of the two simulators using a bus arbitration logic circuitry designed
for a commercial HDTV chip designed using 0.13-μm process technology. As listed in Table III, the design used has approximately
100 000 gates and seven clocks. The design has 33 787 pins and
8729 nets. We ran each simulator for the simulation time of 1040 ns,
achieving the result summarized in Table IV. The running time and
the number of simulated events of the proposed technique were only
49.3% and 52.1% of the traditional method, respectively. Table IV
also compares two simulators for the number of events simulated for
each clock event type. We could confirm that the performance of the
proposed simulator is largely improved by completely eliminating the
evaluation of inactive clock edge events thanks to the inactive clock

edge filtering. The impact of clock event shadowing technique was
less than expected, as the number of active edges simulated shows
in Table IV. The effectiveness of clock event shadowing primarily
depends on the depth of clock tree, which was only at most five in this
design. Using a design with a longer clock buffer chain would result in
more reduction.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
We have proposed a fast simulation method for post-layout gatelevel simulation, where clock events take the dominant portion out
of all the events to be simulated. The major techniques we used
for running time reduction are clock event shadowing and inactiveedge filtering. The experimental results we obtained exhibit that the
proposed method runs over two times faster than the traditional method
on average. Future work includes extensions to various design components with regular or predictable event activities. If we also exploit
approximations, we would be able to increase the portion of design
analyzed in a static manner, which will result in more speedups while
reasonably sacrificing accuracy.
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